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Item 14.9 
Technical Committee Congress Report 

 

By Don Rabska, Chairman July 2015 

 

Committee Members:  Don Rabska (Chairman), Susanne Womersley, Jonathan 

Shales, Olivier Grillat and Dr. Chiu, Ping-Kun 

 
 

A. Technical Committee Decisions - Following is the list of interpretation requests 

submitted to the Technical Committee since last Congress, Antalya, Turkey, 

2013 

 

1) Tab for Barebow with built in draw check device – Disapproved, considering that the 

lever attached to the tab has a hinge mechanism designed to act as a draw check. 

Therefore, it was considered not legal for use in any World Archery competition where 

the use of a draw check device is prohibited. In the case of the Barebow division, Rule 

22.3.4 states “No draw check device may be used.  

 

2) Arrow Rest Instinctive bow – Approved, as the arrow rest (feather rest) does not 

contravene rule 22.4.3.1. The rest is a soft material attached to the bow shelf only.  The 

arrow rest constitutes full compliance with rule 22.4.3.1. 

 

3) Fiberwood bow for Instinctive bow class - Approved, the bow referred to as Fiberwood is 

legal in the 3D and Field Instinctive Bow Division. The riser in question does not 

contravene rule 22.4.1. The riser has one adjustable limb pocket for tiller adjustment 

only and conforms to all other aspects of the rule. Although some discussion was made 

regarding the lateral adjustability of the limb pockets, the rule does not preclude that 

feature.  

 

4) Weights inside the riser in Instinctive Bow and Long Bow divisions – Approved within the 

following parameters. Internal weight may be installed within a Long Bow and Instinctive 

Bow riser only during the manufacturing process of the bow and may not be added post 

construction. The decision not to allow weight to be added after construction is due to 

the possible compromise of the bows structural integrity. In this case, a safety issue 

exists.  In each bow category, any internal weight must be part of the construction 

process and completely invisible on the exterior of the riser. Any internal weight must be 

completely covered by laminates applied during construction with no visible holes, 

plugged holes, covers, caps, etc., with the exception of an original manufacturers inlay 

or inset logo.  

 

5)  “Stealth Shot” Limb Vibration Damping Device – Approved, the Technical Committee 

reviewed all of the information and video clips provided and unanimously agreed the 

device is legal for the Recurve Division and does not contravene any rules.  

The only stipulation is that the Bowstring of the bow may not touch the dampening 

device or devices when the bow is at its static resting brace height. That is, when the 

bow is strung, but not being shot, the bowstring may not be in contact with the 

dampening device/s at brace height.  
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6) Bow sight visor/vision block – Disapproved, due to reasons of safety. Regardless if the 

device may come under controversy as a ranging device or other means of judging 

distance, the issue of safety supersedes all other concerns. The device creates a 

substantial visual impairment of a large section of the archery field and greatly limits the 

archer’s ability to see people, animals or other safety issues within the area blocked by 

the cover/visor.  

 

7) Reconfirmation of FIVICS spring grip riser: Addendum to approved ruling submitted to 

2013 Congress. Approved, the Technical Committee has no objection to the use of a 

spring loaded bow grip as shown in the example from the FIVICS Company. It is the 

decision of the Technical Committee that the grip mechanism does not violate any World 

Archery equipment rules and should continue to be allowed for use in competition where 

the recurve bow is allowed.  

 

8) Barebow riser with weighted modules inside sight window – Disapproved, due to the 

system design that allows for shock absorption/weight to be installed above the grip 

contravening art. 22.3.6.2. By definition, the insert is weight. Weight can be either solid 

or liquid and this system provides accessibility to that material. The riser design also 

contravenes art. 22.3.1 “free from protrusions, sights or sight marks, marks or 

blemishes or laminated pieces (within the bow window area) which could be of use in 

aiming”, noting the laminated carbon insert and screw attachment system within the 

sight window. Additionally, under 22.3.6.1, this system is not a Torque Flight 

Compensator. The TFC was a specifically designed mechanism to be used in conjunction 

with a stabilizer, not a purposely or solely designed shock absorption system for that 

purpose alone.   

 

9) Barebow Finger Tab marking tape – Disapproved, due to the use of tape or other such 

temporarily applied material for producing marks or lines on a Barebow tab, which 

represents memoranda. Since the tape it is not a permanent part of the tab, but simply 

a strip of adhesive, it is not physically part of the tab construction. The tape as used in 

the photos of the sample tabs is similar to bow sight tape which is placed on the bows 

sight bar.  

 

10) Use of sunglasses which contain polarized lenses - Approved for all types of archery. The 

use of sunglasses which have polarized lenses is legal for all types of archery and has 

been ever since polarized lens have been available. Rules prohibit a system of rear 

aiming references (e.g., something that would enhance a rear sight such as a micro 

hole/s in lenses, vertical lines or marks to aid in head and bowstring alignment, etc.), 

but not the lens or lens coating applied.  

 

 

 

11) Use of Software for arrow plotting and bow sight adjustments – Disapproved with some 

approved application. The restrictions on the use of archery specific software for arrow 

impact plotting and for calculating accurate bow sight adjustment based on arrow impact 

in the target is as follows. The use of software that simply allows the archer to plot 

arrow impacts on the target as one would on printed paper targets used for the same 

purpose is legal. However, no software may be used that aids in bow sight adjustments 
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either at the target while scoring or from the shooting line or any other location on the 

archery field.  Such software is considered an extension of the equipment and 

represents the use electric or electronic devices. Therefore, it is not allowed as is 

currently noted in the rules.  

 

12) Para-Archery Committee requested for interpretation on a mouth tab permanently 

attached to the bowstring – Approved, as the use of a mouth tab which has no ridged 

mechanical parts, is similar to a finger tab for an able-bodied athlete. Accordingly, it is 

not a “release aid” when used by a Para-archery athlete.  Athletes who use mouthtabs 

must have mouthtabs listed on the athlete’s international classification card as an 

assistive device. 

 

13) Limb dampening/ bowstring dampening/ bowstring silencing device attached to the bow 

limb. Approved, due to long standing precedence set by manufacturers and athletes 

using similar devices in multiple major competitions. There is a long history of similar 

devices being legal. These devices were allowed through equipment inspection at many 

major competitions, including Olympic Games. The device is legal in the Recurve, Bare 

Bow and Instinctive Bow divisions. The devices do not contravene any rules in those 

divisions noted. In the Instinctive Bow division, bowstring silencers are allowed and the 

rule does not indicate if they are to be attached to the bowstring or not. The three 

categories, limb dampening, bowstring dampening and bowstring silencing devices are 

noted here due to these devices being referred to as such over the years.  

 

14) Arrow Rest for Recurve and Barebow Divisions – Approved, as no rule applies the 

number or arrow rest contact point permitted. Arrow rests having multiple arrow shaft 

contact points have been used successfully in World Archery (FITA) events for decades 

and is considered legal in the Recurve Bow and Bare Bow divisions. The Technical 

Committee sees no conflict with current rules concerning arrow rests in either of these 

divisions, as long as the contact points for the arrow rest stay within the required 

distance back from the pivot point of the bow grip (4 cm Recurve, 2 cm Bare Bow). 

 

 

 

B. Miscellaneous points of  discussion and possible future rule modifications – 

 

1) Request for interpretation on point weight for Barebow - It was the opinion of this 

committee that the question was not specifically a Technical Committee question and felt 

it was more of a Judges Committee question. Our committee believes that it is 

something that is at the judge’s discretion to either weight arrows or use other means of 

identifying possible differences in arrow point weight (example: one could balance an 

arrow on a thin edge, mark the balance point and do this with a few arrows in the 

archers quiver and see if the balance points match up). Pulling the arrow points and 

weighing them is not a feasible option. The rules state that all arrows must be identical, 

which would include overall weight. However, that decision would require a change in 

the rules to set arrow weight tolerances due to the fact that no arrows within a set 

weight exactly the same. The Judges may at their discretion check arrow weight on a 

random basis for the Barebow archers, but we don’t believe they must do so. Therefore, 

the Technical Committee cannot give an opinion on a discretionary point.  
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2) Change in definition of “hard material” testing -The Technical Committee in an effort to 

assist Judges have modified the definition of “hard material” in reference to the Long 

Bow arrow rest rule. Due to interpretation concerns by equipment inspection Judges, it 

was decided that measuring the material thickness will be easier for the judges over 

testing for material hardness. The Technical Committee has determined that the 

material placed on the sight window must be no thicker than 3 millimeters. We also 

suggest that a future by-law change should include an addition to the rule that the 

vertical material may not be higher than 1 cm above the arrow when the arrow is lying 

on the arrow shelf.  

 

Current Rule 

22.5.3. Arrow rest. If the bow has an arrow shelf, that shelf may be used as an arrow 

rest and it may be covered with any type of soft material, in the horizontal plane only. 

The vertical part of the shelf may be protected by a hard material, which will not deform 

or compress under the light pressure exerted from the edge of a coin. 

 

Modified Rule 

22.5.3. Arrow rest. If the bow has an arrow shelf, that shelf may be used as an arrow 

rest and may be covered with any type of soft material (on the shelf only). The vertical 

part of the sight window may be protected by material which shall be no thicker than 3 

mm, measured directly adjacent to the material.  

 

3) Interpretation of American Flat Bow or American Long Bow and Traditional Long Bow. It 

was requested that a definition of a Long Bow be clarified to better understand the 

meaning of the term “traditional form” of a Long Bow. Regardless if the bow is a typical 

American Flat Bow (American Longbow), or a Traditional Long Bow, (often referred to as 

an English Long Bow), these bows have the same basic shape. The overall shape is the 

same, but one gets its name from the flat laminated limbs as opposed to the Traditional 

Long Bow using the traditional “D” shaped limb section. For further clarification, one can 

simply type the words American Long Bow, or Traditional Long Bow in Google and 

receive the following information from Wikipedia.  

 

A longbow is a type of bow that is tall—roughly equal to the height of the user; 

allowing the archer a fairly long draw, at least to the jaw. A longbow is not significantly 

recurved. Its limbs are relatively narrow so that they are circular or D-shaped in cross 

section. Flatbows can be just as long; the difference is that, in cross-section, a flatbow 

has limbs that are approximately rectangular. 

 

 

In conclusion I wish to thank all the members of the Technical Committee for their hard work 

and dedication to the continued and future success of World Archery.  

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

 

Don Rabska 

Chairman, World Archery Technical Committee  

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bow_and_arrow
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bow_shape#Recurve_bow
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flatbow

